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Digital Army to Launch Censorship-Free
Platform for Truth-Seekers
Army of Internet Soldiers hopes to expand reach with new venture
After recently investing over $2 million to purchase equipment to build a
full-scale production studio and team, Digital Army is pleased to announce
they are getting ready to launch a new kind of news network. The news
presented by Digital Army aims to present facts and ask the right questions,
without using insulting language, fighting, forcing opinions, or making
claims.
Digital Army has spent the last three years working alongside the “Great
Awakening” to develop a foundation for change. They have used a portion
of the initial investment to acquire a number of brands spanning all
industries, purchased additional equipment to support these brands, and
made the necessary strategic partnerships to get things started.
All funds collected through Digital Army will be put back into the building
of the army.

All those who have taken the oath may be selected for

ownership (or representation) in their hometown as Digital Army expands
region to region state to state developing oath takers for a variety of
industries.

Monetization will occur after elections, via brands that are built and funded
by digital soldiers. These digital soldiers will be given ownership of the
developed brands and supported by the Digital Army worldwide.
In addition to brands being developed for and by oath takers, Digital Army
plans to work hand-in-hand with the U.S. government to ensure survivors
of sex trafficking, child trafficking, and drug trafficking receive assistance
for food and housing, as well as develop the skills needed to make the rest
of their lives the best of their lives.
Digital Army started as a few “digital soldiers” (primarily first responders,
RNs, NPs, and MDs) inspired by messages they had seen published by
online truth-seekers. Today, the group is 200+million digital soldiers
strong. The mission of Digital Army is to create a platform their community
can organize and develop together, without the worry of censorship. A
community that brings together their strengths and utilizes their leverage.
Digital Army presents the question to all those within mainstream media
who have taken the oath (anchors, reporters, producers, directors, camera
operators, etc.): are you ready to help develop a real news network for the
people by the people?

For more information, please visit https://DigitalArmy.com

“WE ARE THE NEWS NOW”

